
Caesar CRM
CRM - your way

Driven by a passion to develop our customers, SuperOffice has 
become one of Europes leading providers of CRM solutions.

Do you want to increase your sales, customer loyalty and 
profitability?

Let’s begin a journey together. Caesar CRM helps you achieve 
your business goals. We are happy to show you how.
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Scaling right

A tailor-made system
Not all users want or need to see all information. 
Caesar CRM therefore offers a role-based interface where 
each user sees custom-tailored screens based on his or her 
exact needs.

But it is not just your role that influences how the system you 
work with should look like. At least equally important is what 
you are working on at a given moment and the relationship 
you have with the person you are communicating with. Is it 
a prospect or a client? How far have you come in the sales 
process? What phase is the project in?

Relationship-based CRM
Your relationship with what you are working on determines 
both what information is shown and what you can do in the 
system.  

Different users have different needs, and we are convinced 
that a CRM system that shapes to fit you will prove to be 
an exceptional advantage. It doesn’t just expand the data 
quality, it also lets you focus on what is important without 
superfluous steps.

Companies, for example, will look different depending on 
what type of relationship you have with the company.  Is it 
a prospect, a customer or a partner? A prospect does not 
have any customer number, and a partner may not have any 
customer representative. The size of the company can also 
play a part, just like other parameters that you can control 
yourself.

Activities, opportunities, projects, contacts and objects are 
adapted based on both role and relationship. The type not 
only determines what information is important, but also 
what functions will be available.  For example, a product 
configurator will only be available in phase three.

The right function and the right information to the right 
person at the right moment - that’s what we call a friction-free 
workflow.

To create the most user friendly CRM system, scaling down is as important as scaling up!  

Caesar CRM offers a whole new level of adaptability and flexibility. Easy to use for the users. Easy to 
adopt for the administrators to keep it in sync with current processes and business objectives.

A sales overview from different perspectives.

In Caesar CRM you let the type of company determine what 
information is displayed. Under the customer card you see a 

customer portal with the most importand information . 
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It is true that user friendliness and usability are general 
concerns in a traditional CRM system. But we don’t stop 
there. With an improved technical platform it is now possible 
to focus more on the user experience.

A few examples of how Caesar CRM offers a positive user 
experience:

• Get more done - We have put a lot of effort into seeing 
that you as a user can get more done from exactly 
where you are.  The information you need is right at your 
fingertips, without needing to search or backtrack. It’s 
about fewer clicks and key strokes, but also about having 
the functions you need right before you and allowing a 
friction-free workflow. 

• Quick search - The smart quick search is always available 
and helps you quickly find what you’re looking for. 

• Shortcuts - Shortcuts to the most common tasks are 
one click away.  This may mean making a phone call or 
creating a deal or project in a certain phase. You will come 
directly to a dialog that is adapted precisely to the task.

• The right information - For each work phase, customer 
type, object of activity, you decide what information and 
what functions you need.  As one user put it:  ”It seems like 
there are far fewer fields.” This is thanks to the fact that 
only the fields that you need are displayed. 

User experience

• The theme - Create a completely unique appearance of 
Caesar CRM that fits your company.  

•  

• Images and icons - All contacts, interested parties and 
objects can be assigned a picture or logo, and all codes 
in the system can be assigned icons. This produces an 
appealing appearance and is a good means of making it 
easy to find your way around in the system. 

• Indicators - Check the status of a customer or object with 
a glance.  You can choose what icons you want to use for 
information or alerts.  Some examples of use are to show 
an alert if there is an open support item for a customer, or 
to show the customer’s size or credit rating. 

For us, the user experience means design, an enriched user 
interface, and intelligent functions. Quite simply a means of 
using new technology to create added value for you as a 
user. 

Through a positive user experience you will develop a more 
active degree of usage, and active users are a precondition 
for high efficiency and profitability in your investment. 

Use your logo together with your images and colors in order to 
make Caesar CRM reflect your company profile.
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Key Performance Indicators helps your organization to define 
and measure how your business is performing in relation to 
set up targets.

You can use KPI’s to share success and to create loyalty and 
commitment on how you should work together to reach your 
business targets.

To improve we need to know how we perform. This is true 
on the company level, but perhaps even more on a personal 
level. If you want to get better, you need to get feedback 
on how you perform compared to your targets. And you 
need to share this insight with your manager. It is not until 
you share the targets you agreed upon, that you share the 
responsibility to reach the targets.

Using KPI’s is about identifying deficiencies as early as 
possible, to get your priorities right and focus where you 
have the best potential for improvement.

If you set up KPI’s linked to your business goals in the CRM 
system you will know if the CRM strategy is successful, or if 
there is room for improvement.

But to start measuring is the only way to see if you are 
successful.

Begin today!

Reach your targets

Sales Intelligence - Easy to follow up your performance.

My targets and my performance

What business areas are successful and  
where do we need to take action.
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Caesar CRM gives you access to customer information, 
wherever you are. It could be in your smart phone, on a 
computer or on a tablet. This way you are always up to date.
No matter what device you use it all origins from the same 
source. Everything is connected.

On your phone you use Caesar Mobile CRM. It is easy to 
use and fits well for use on a smaller device.

On a tablet or a computer you use the full version of Caesar 
CRM. Caesar CRM will recognize if you are using a tablet 
and customize the appearance, making it easier to navigate 
using your fingers.

What device you work with depends on your own 
preferences the task at hand. 

Typical scenarios
In the office or a home office
• Desktop or laptop computer - A good keyboard makes it 

comfortable to edit long or short texts and a large screen 
gives a good overview.

In a customer meeting
• Tablet - A tablet is inviting and encourages you to share 

the experience with your customer. Turn on/off in an 
instant.

• Laptop - If you know you need to write a lot of text.

• Phone - You always bring your phone. It is easy to book a 
follow-up activitiy or to search for information. 

In the car or in a restaurant
• Phone

• Caesar Mobile CRM - Work online in Caesar CRM.

• Phone calendar - Synchronize the phone’s calendar 
with Microsoft Outlook or Lotus Notes.  
Caesar for Outlook and Caesar for Lotus Notes 
automatically add notes and contact details on all 
customer appointments. This makes the information 
available both online and offline.

In the hotel, airport or train station
• Laptop, tablet or phone - What device you use depends 

on what you prefer and your task.

Work where you are

A typical day
08:00 Internal meeting in the sales team - We will discuss 
our pipeline and upcoming activities. I bring my tablet.

08:30 On my way to a customer appointment - I open 
the appointment in my phone calendar and click on the 
visiting address. My phone tells me where it is and gives me 
directions.

09:30 Customer appointment - We discuss status on 
contracts and sales.

I use my tablet to visualize details.

11:00 In the car - On my way to the next meeting. Before I 
go I add a follow-up on one of my colleagues on my phone.

11:05 In the car - A customer calls and wants to reschedule 
a meeting. I change it on my phone.

13:00 Back in the office - Create a draft for a new contract. 
I use my laptop with a good keyboard and a large screen.

14:20 In the office - I need to check some items with the 
customer before I send the contract. Searches for the 
contact in my phone and click on the phone number.

19:00 Arrives at the hotel - Final preparations for my 
customer appointment tomorrow. I use my laptop or my 
tablet.
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In Caesar CRM you have great possibilities to adapt the 
system according to your needs and processes. You can 
create workflows and for each step decide exactly what 
information and features should be available.

You can create adapted portals for customers and objects.  
A portal may include lists, reports, and charts. This makes 
it possible to view all the information related to a customer 
directly under the customer card. You can also publish 
related information from other systems.  

In Caesar CRM it goes without saying that you create your 
own identity.  This can be anything from just adding your logo 
to creating a theme that reflects your company profile using 
images and colors.

The goal is for you to be able to control the system so that 
exactly what each user needs at a given moment is shown. 
It’s easy to adapt Caesar CRM to local working methods, for 
example by starting gradually and increasing the speed of 
change as users’ experience and enthusiasm grow.

Easy to adapt

Workflow - The business opportunity is in phase C.  
 The phase or type not only determines what fields are 

displayed, but also what functions will be available. 

In this example there is a link to a product configurator.

To change phase - just click on the next step. 

Low TCO always a key concern
We consider low total cost of ownership one of our basic 
building blocks. You can configure adapted customer 
screens, activity charts, business processes, etc. This 
means that the need for adaptation is reduced. It is then 
simple to keep the system up to date and reduce costs for 
maintenance. 

Caesar CRM is web-based and compatible with all common 
web browsers. This makes it easy for users to access from 
any computer with an internet connection, and without 
requiring client installation.

Caesar CRM is cost-effective to install and manage. Instead 
of having several local databases that need constant 
updating and present the risk of unauthorized access, it 
has just one central database. This means you can get 
started quickly and that the system is easy to upgrade. 
Changes only need be made in one single place to ensure 
that everyone has the same version. The problems once 
caused by the fact that everyone had different versions now 
disappear, and users will hardly notice upgrades; instead, 
they just log in as usual via their web browser. 

When it comes to low TCO, we strive to be best in 
class.  This is reflected in all the choices we make in the 
development of our product.
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Integration is not about technology. The driving force behind 
integration with other systems is to give the user a better 
overview and to help the user to make better decisions - 
decisions that improve sales and profitability. Integration 
is the key to create a 360°view of the customer, e.g. by 
importing sales history from your ERP system.

“What’s in it for me?”
To succeed with your CRM implementation it is vital that your 
users feel that the CRM-system offer a great value. It will 
increase motivation to use it in a good way, and lead to high 
data quality and give you a good return on your investment.

No limits
Already out of the box Caesar CRM offers great flexibility 
in system configuration. But if that is not enough, Caesar 
CRM is developed with expansion in mind. You can add data 
objects or link to data located in other systems. This makes 
the investment future proof and makes upgrades easy and 
secure. 

Integration is key

Caesar CRM is completely open. The system architecture 
is transparent, making it easy to integrate Caesar CRM 
with other systems or develop in-house applications. For 
example, Caesar CRM can be integrated server-to-server 
with back-office and finance systems, so smoothly that 
users won’t even notice when Caesar CRM is retrieving 
information from external sources. The interface and menus 
is familiar, and users will not have the experience of going 
outside Caesar CRM. 

Office, e-mail and calendar
Caesar CRM is seamlessly integrated with Office products, 
such as Word, Excel, e-mail and calendar.

The add-on modules Caesar for Outlook/Caesar for Lotus 
Notes add CRM-features to the familiar Outlook/Notes-
interface. Create meetings and send e-mails as usual, and 
connect them easily to Caesar CRM. This makes information 
easy to find and access - for all users..

It’s easy to save e-mails in Caesar CRM. 

With Caesar for Outlook your message can be 
saved automatically when you click on send.



What drives the scope of the solution?

If your want to know more about Caesar CRM 
please contact us on caesarcrm@superoffice.
com, or visit our web site www.caesarcrm.com.

SuperOffice Business Solutions is a part of the SuperOffice group. 
We develop, sell and implement Caesar CRM. 

www.caesarcrm.com
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